Make your own origami water bomb

- Start out with a square of paper (colour or outside of water bomb facing up)
- Fold the paper in half vertically and crease well
- Open the paper back up
- Fold the square in half again but this time horizontally
- Unfold the paper and turn over (colour or outside of water bomb now facing down)

- Fold the paper in half diagonally (point to point)
- Crease well and unfold the paper
- Fold the square in half along the opposite diagonal (point to point)
- Crease well, unfold and turn back over (colour or outside of water bomb facing up)

- Pinch in the right and left sides letting the paper follow the creases
- As you push the sides in, a triangle should start to form
- Once the sides meet in the centre push the paper down flat to form a triangle.
- Fold the corners of your triangle up to the top
- Do this on both sides to make a diamond shape
- Turn over and repeat on the back
- Fold in the corner edges till the point touches the middle
- Do this on both sides, turn over and repeat on back
- Your diamond shape should now have flat edged sides

- Use your finger to expand the little pockets
- You are going to tuck the bottom flaps (points of the triangle) into the pockets
- You may need to fold them in half so that they fit
- Do this on both sides, turn over and repeat
- Open up the four sides and blow into the hole at the top, this should expand the water bomb into a cube
- Now it’s time to fill with water and throw!